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Three Months after launch, Cox
Edge named a “Contender” in Edge
Development Platforms report by
Independent Research Firm
ATLANTA – October 27 - Cox Edge, the first full stack “last-mile” edge computing provider, announces that it
has been named a Contender in The Forrester New Wave™: Edge Development Platforms, Q4 2021 report. This
report, by Forrester Research, analyzes the most significant edge cloud platform providers in the market today,
and is, in our opinion, a notable achievement for Cox Edge, coming just three months after it went to market.
Cox Edge provides developers, startups and enterprise customers with industry-leading low latency compute
and storage platforms in the growing and exciting edge-cloud market. Cox Edge is focused on enabling
segments such as Enterprise IT, financial services, retail, IOT developers, Media & Entertainment, and online
gaming. Cox edge also provides an edge-based Content Distribution Network (CDN) with metro-area points of
presence in dozens of cities.
‘We are thrilled to be placed in the contender category of the 2021 Forrester New Wave: Edge Development
Platforms report’, commented Ron Lev, General Manager Cox Edge & Executive Director, New Growth &
Development. “We believe being named a contender three months after we launched demonstrates the strides
we’ve taken to make Cox Edge the premier edge-cloud computing platform and how telecom infrastructures
can amplify edge computing overall.”
The Forrester New Wave™: Edge Development Platforms report states that “[Cox Edge] offers support for a
broad set of edge workloads. Cox Edge supports serverless, container, VM-based and bare metal edge compute
services as well as edge data capabilities. Cox Edge also provides strong support for “Day 2+” operations and
makes it easy for developers to choose which POPs they want to deploy workloads on.”
Additionally, Forrester states that Cox Edge…
“Is the best fit for companies that need maximum edge workload flexibility and control. Development teams
that are targeting the U.S. market, want to support a wide variety of edge workloads, and that want control over
what nodes they deploy to will find Cox Edge a good fit.”
Cox Edge leverages Cox Communications’ extensive fiber “last-mile” infrastructure and network with their
strategic network partners, allowing potentially millions of buildings to benefit from having clients, their
customers, and Cox Edge’s data centers on the same physical network, resulting in reduced bandwidth

transport costs and ultra-low latency, even when clients and customers are separated by long distances.
Launched in July 2021, Cox Edge provides Bare Metal as a Service (BMaaS), Virtual Machines, Edge Containers
and Kubernetes, and geo distributed data base, and other cloud-native services to customers looking for the
next level of latency performance.
For more information, visit coxedge.com.
About Cox Edge
The newest Cox Communications business line, Cox EdgeSM is committed to enabling the evolving needs of
businesses digital transformation journey with a low latency edge-cloud service. With the launch of Cox Edge,
Cox Communication is bringing together a full stack edge services and its global network assets and
continuously expanding commercial product portfolio including, Cox Business telecommunication solutions,
managed cloud services, complex network management for hospitality, healthcare, education, retail, media and
other verticals, giving them an edge in the digital race for the connected future. For information on how Cox
Edge enables ultra-low latency edge cloud, visit www.coxedge.com.
About Cox Business
Cox Edge is the newest Cox business line that addresses the evolving needs of its commercial customers. Cox
Business provides a combination of connectivity, communications, cloud and video services to more than
355,000 small and regional businesses nationwide, including health care providers; K−12 and higher education;
financial institutions; and federal, state and local governments. The organization also serves most of the top-tier
wireless and wireline telecommunications carriers in the U.S. through its wholesale division. For more
information, please visit www.coxbusiness.com.
About Cox Communications
Cox Communications is committed to creating meaningful moments of human connection through technology.
The largest private broadband company in America, we proudly serve nearly seven million homes and
businesses across 18 states. We're dedicated to empowering others to build a better future and celebrate
diverse products, people, suppliers, communities and the characteristics that make each one unique. Cox
Communications is the largest division of Cox Enterprises, a family-owned business founded in 1898 by
Governor James M. Cox.
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